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ABSTRACT

The activity of community services in the form of training to the teacher sociology subjects in high school. This training is
intended to equip the teacher sociology at the High School with the knowledge of the media learning; in order to be applied and
practiced in sociology classes so that the learning of Sociology became interesting and not boring for students. Target audience
is 30 High School sociology teachers incorporated in MGMP Sociology Bantul, Yogyakarta. Learning media development training
conducted by the methods of lecture, discussion, and faqs. Lectures varied methods used to convey important concepts to
understand by the trainee. The material provided is the type and characteristics of the media (video) learning. While the methods
of questioning and discussion provided an opportunity for the participants consulted in understanding media (video) making
learning to use the program Windows Movie Maker. The availability of adequate expertise in the development of the learning
media in the Department of Educational sociology, the enthusiasm of the participants, support the principal against the
implementation of the activities, and supporting funds from the Faculty is supporting the implementation of the activities of the
PPM. As for the obstacles faced are different from the basic capabilities of the participants which complicate the servants in
Customizing training materials, the flurry of participants lately busy with a variety of tasks from the school that caused the focus
they do not total to training materials, and not all computers (desktop, laptop, notebook) teachers has program Windows Movie
Maker, so it should install in advance so that it could not continue to make video learning while at home. Although this activity has
officially ended. If possible, mentoring toward the Sociology teachers can proceed through the next budget year devotion.
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